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Space Weather Research in
the KMA/NMSC
Jiyoung Kim, National Meteorological Satellite Center (NMSC),
Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA), Republic of Korea
The KMA/NMSC started the operational

index, which is based on the measurement data at

space weather service in April 2012 to administra-

the Cheongyang magnetic observatory, has been de-

tive agencies, public institutions, mass media, and

veloping to provide the information of the locally-

the public. The main purpose of the service is 1) to

characterized geomagnetic disturbances. After the

safely operate meteorological satellites, 2) to im-

comparison of the estimation result with the ob-

prove the KMA's aviation weather service through

served K-index, the estimated local K-index is

providing radiation dose information for polar air-

planned to be operationally serviced. As a research

ways, and 3) to provide some information on the

for understanding how space weather may influence

ionospheric condition. The NMSC's research and

on any adverse terrestrial weather phenomena, an

development program has been performed to sup-

statistical relationship between high speed solar

port and improve the operational service as well as

wind stream (HSS) and tropospheric lightning has

to more fundamentally understand the space weath-

been investigated through the superposed epoch

er impact on the terrestrial weather and climate.

analysis. We found the significant enhancement of
hourly lightning rate over South Korea during the

Some numerical or statistical models for pre-

HSS events.

dicting solar flare, solar proton event, geomagnetic
indices (Kp and Dst), magnetopause, and ionospher-

In order to start the space-born space weath-

ic total electron density have been developed to sup-

er observation at the eastern side of the geostation-

port the KMA's operational space weather service.

ary orbit (128°E), the KSEM (Korean Space Envi-

The model developments, including model valida-

ronment Monitor) mounted on the second geosta-

tion and inter-comparison, have been done with the

tionary meteorological satellite of the Republic of

Kyung-Hee University as the KMA's Research to

Korea

Operation (R2O) program. A model to estimate the

launched in 2018. Three space weather monitoring

radiation dose effect for any aviation routes

sensors, including particle detector (PD), charging

(KREAM, Korean Radiation Exposure Assessment

monitor (CM), and magnetometer (MG), will be

Model for aviation route dose) has been developed

employed (please refer to Figure 2). PD will meas-

as the R2O program with the KASI (the Korea As-

ure the distribution of energetic particles in magne-

tronomy and Space Science Institute). The model

tosphere. CM is for monitoring the satellite internal

validation was done by using Liulin measurements

charging that maybe occurred by energetic electrons

from the Czech Republic. The model inter-

and sometimes can cause system failures on satellite

comparisons with other radiation dose models such

operation. The fundamental requirements and speci-

as CARI-6 and NAIRAS are also planned. The

fications are described in Table 1. The MG mounted

KREAM model is currently operating to support the

on the GK-2A, the first and only magnetometer on

KMA's aviation weather service.

the eastern geostationary orbit, will monitor contin-

(GeoKOMPSAT-2A,

GK-2A)

will

be

uously magnetosphere. The MG will enable moni-

A technique for estimating near real-time local K-
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toring asymmetric magnetic field phenomena from

from the both of eastern and western hemispheres

of space weather models as well as our scientific

simultaneously. The observation data from the

understanding.

KSEM are expected to contribute the advancement

Figure 1. Opera onal space weather monitoring system of the KMA/NMSC

Figure 2. Three sensors of the Korea Space Environment Monitor (KSEM)
to be mounted on the GK‐2A geosta onary satellite
Table 1. Sensor specifica on of the KSEM
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Project for Solar-Terrestrial
Environment Prediction (PSTEP)
Kanya Kusano, Leader of PSTEP
Professor, Vice Director
Institute for Space-Earth Environmental Research, Nagoya University
The globalization and informatization of

studies of the solar-terrestrial environment and to

society has progressed rapidly and our lives are

establish the basis for next-generation space weath-

now strongly tied to advanced information systems

er forecasting using state-of-the-art observation sys-

and space technology in various ways. Consequent-

tems and advanced physics-based models. By this

ly, solar activity and the dynamics of space are now

project, we seek to answer some of the fundamental

known to significantly impact human socio-

questions such as the mechanisms for the onset of

economic systems as well as the global environ-

solar flares, the mechanism for radiation belt dy-

ment. However, the mechanisms for the onset of

namics in the Earth’s magnetosphere, and the phys-

solar flares and the subsequent processes have not

ical process by which solar activity affects the cli-

yet been fully explained. Therefore, modern society

mate.

is at a risk from severe space weather disturbances.

The organization of PSTEP consists of four

In addition, although many proxy data suggest that

research groups (A01-A04), the proposed-based

the solar activity affects the terrestrial climate, the

research units, and the steering committee. The

physical processes by which solar activity affects

group A01 led by Mamoru Ishii from NICT devel-

the climate variations are unclear; moreover, the

ops the space weather forecast system, which can

influence of the Sun on climate change is still con-

work for bridging the basic researches performed

troversial. Therefore, understanding and predicting

by the other groups and the operational system of

the variation of the solar-terrestrial environment is

space weather forecast, which should meet to the

both a scientific subject and a crucial issue in mod-

requirement of society. The group A02 led by Ki-

ern society.

yoshi Ichimoto from Kyoto University studies the

To tackle those problems, Project for Solar-

prediction of solar storm. In this group, the physics-

Terrestrial Environment Prediction (PSTEP) was

based numerical prediction of solar flares and CME

established with the support of a Grant-in-Aid for

is developed using the photospheric magnetic fields

Scientific Research on Innovative Areas from Min-

data observed by the space solar observatories Hi-

istry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and

node and SDO at the highest precision. Also the

Technology (MEXT), Japan. PSTEP is a nation-

ground-based optical and radio telescopes observe

wide research collaboration based on the coopera-

the occurrence and propagation of CME, and the

tion of more than 100 researchers and 20 institutes

precise numerical modeling is being developed to

of various fields. PSTEP aims to develop a syner-

predict the disturbance of solar wind and inter-

gistic interaction between predictive and scientific

planetary magnetic field in this group. The group
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A03 led by Yoshizumi Miyoshi from Nagoya Uni-

working for PSTEP on various topics of solar-

versity aims at developing models and forecast sys-

terrestrial environment prediction.

tems to evaluate how space radiation environment,

The international collaboration is crucially

ionospheric density disturbances, and geomagneti-

important as the activities of PSTEP, and we carry

cally induced current (GIC) vary along with the

out more than fifteen joint research programs with

variations of the solar dynamics using the new ob-

the international partners and organize the interna-

servations, such as the Japanese geo-space probe

tional annual symposium. Under this wide range of

ARASE (ERG) observation. The group A04 takes

domestic and international cooperation, we hope

charge of the long-term prediction of solar cycle

significantly contribute to both science and society

and its impact on the climate. In particular, this

by exploring the future of the solar-terrestrial envi-

group develops the physics-based prediction of the

ronment.

next solar cycle (Cycle 25) activity. In addition, the

(PSTEP-WEB) http://www.pstep.jp/

seventeen proposal-based research units are now

Par cipants of Interna onal Symposium PSTEP‐1 at Nagoya University on January 13‐14, 2016.
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Report of 4th Asia-Oceania Space Weather
Alliance Workshop
CHOI Jangsuk, Researcher / Research Planning Team, Korean Space Weather Center
The 4th Asia-Oceania Space Weather Alliance
(AOSWA) workshop was successfully held on October 24-27, 2016 in Jeju, Republic of Korea. The
workshop was hosted and sponsored by the Korean
Space Weather Center of National Radio Research
Agency (RRA) and was co-organized by the Korean Space Science Society (KSSS)
The workshop began with the opening address
by Dr. HAN Wonyong, the president of KSSS, fol-

During the workshop, we had three special

lowed by the greeting by Mr. CHOI Younghae, the

events, the performing art, the banquet and the ex-

General Director of Radio Policy Bureau, MSIP,

cursion. The performing art which was a Korean

and Dr. Kazumasa Taira, the General Director of

traditional show, “Baram Yuhiu” (The play of the

Applies Electromagnetic Research Institute, NICT.

wind) was shown during the first dinner at the
workshop place, Shineville Resort. The banquet
was held on the second evening at the Sanghyowon
Botanical Garden, located on southern Jeju.

The main theme of this workshop is “The Risk
of Space Weather, Regional Action”. The space
weather can affect on our daily lives severely and it
can be mitigated through global cooperation. This
is the reason we select regional action as the theme
of this 4th AOSWA
Under this topic, total 52 oral and 56 poster
presentations were announced on 3 different sessions: Special Sessions for national policies and
plans, General Sessions for research activities and
Poster Sessions. 131 experts and scholars from 46
institutions and agencies, 16 countries attended the

SOC had 2 business meetings to discuss future

workshop.

business of AOSWA and presented the result of
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The 4th AOSWA workshop program, presentation
materials and photos can be downloaded from the
website until March 31.

discussions in the last session. It was about the suggestion to improve AOSWA more efficiently and
the plan for next 5th AOSWA. The next workshop

(http://aoswa4.spaceweather.org)

was confirmed to be held in LAPAN, Indonesia and
the exact date will be determined.

We had the excursion after the last session.
About 42 people attended to climb Seongsan
Ilchulbong (Sunrise Peak) and visit KSWC. Seongsan Ilchulbong is a tuff cone formed when an underwater volcano erupted in the middle of the
ocean. It was designated national monument No.40
in 2000 and a UNESCO World Natural Heritage
Site in 2007. At KSWC, we have looked around the
forecasting and observation facilities.
We KSWC appreciate cooperation and contribution from all attendee. Thank you very much and
see you in Indonesia on the next meeting!
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Report of business meetins during AOSWA-4
Mamoru Ishii, Director, Space Environment Laboratory
Applied Electromagnetic Research Institute, NICT
AOSWA-4 was held on Octber 23 -26 at Shine-

●

Ville Luxury Resort, Jeju. We had two business

The number of supported speakers should decrease

meetings during the workshop. Pre-business meet-

●

Meal and Excursion should be option

ing was held on 16:00-17:00 October 23 and nine

●

Non-host institutes should support the host institute

people from five institutes/countries attended. Following it, business meeting was held on 20:30-

●

21:30 October 24 and 17 people from 12 institutes,

SOC should contributes to the management of
the conference more

10 countries.

●

We should looking for financial sponsors

The main issue to be discussed was the host insti-

In addition, we discussed the following issues

tute of next AOSWA workshop. After the discus-

●

Frequency of the workshop: many attendees

sion, LAPAN Indonesia kindly accept to undertake

prefer to biannual meeting. We try to have an

the host of AOSWA-5.

AOSWA session in AOGS on non-AOSWA

Another big agenda is the style of AOSWA meet-

year

ing. In the present style, the host’s task is too heavy

●

Location of the workshop: some member prefer

to continue the present activity. For example, the

to have meetings in the center of Asia (e.g., In-

host institute needs to prepare big budget for the

donesia, Malaysia, Thailand). We discussed to

meeting and to work both of substance and logis-

fix the location but it was not accepted

tics. After the discussion, all attendees agreed to

●

Collaboration with other organizations: For ex-

make the style more healthy. The detailed conclu-

ample, it is a good opportunity to connect

sions are as follows:

AOSWA-5 to the ISES meeting for showing

●

The host’s facilities should be used for confer-

Asian space weather research activities

ence, not a deluxe hotel
●

●

Permanent steering organizing committee: we

Price of registration fee should be adjusted ap-

do not conclude this issue and still open to dis-

propriately for keeping the conference

cuss in the temporal SOC for AOSWA-5
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Editor’s notes
Yuko Uchida, Editor of AOSWA LINK
The AOSWA-4 ended in a great successes. First of all, I really appreciate the support of
LOC, staffs of KSWC and KyungHee Univ.
As I was the LOC of AOSWA-3 before, I can easily imagine the hard work of organizing the
workshop. Also AOSWA is still young alliance, therefore the firmed regulation is not established yet, so the host organization has to owe a lot things to do. But they created really
warm welcome atmosphere and lead the fruitful sessions with their great hospitality.
Beside this, lots of members including SOC came together at the business meeting and discussed about the future style of AOSWA. We could make the draft and LAPAN stood for
next AOSWA host, which was meaningful decision for our future.
Again, I would like to give many thanks to support of AOSWA friends:)

Members of KSWC

AOSWA LINK is issued by AOSWA Secretariat
AOSWA Secretariat
c/o NICT Applied Electromagnetic Research Institute,
Space Environment Laboratory
4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795 Japan
URL: http://aoswa.nict.go.jp/
Email: sw‐project‐oﬃce@ml.nict.go.jp
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